T
T-link mobile phone kits
Team Teaching
Telecoil unit for Baha
Telephone amplifiers
Telephone flasher
units
Telephone headsets
Telephone inductive
coupler
Telephone listening
adaptor
Telephone ringer and
PPS adaptor
Terms & conditions
Testboxes
Textphones
Threaders for
earmould tube
Tie clip microphone pack
for CRM-220
Tie clip microphone pack
for fmGenie
Tinnitus
ʻToasterʼ FM
programming kit
Tomy baby alarms
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17, 36
57
190
199-201
193-195
189
31, 211
139
254-255
68-70
196-197
120
211
19
247-250
48
160-161

Tools
120-121
Toupée tape
117
Training
36, 48, 259
Transmitter fmGenie
15, 12
Transmitter input adaptor and
leads for CRM-T220
211
Transmitter input adaptor and
leads for fmGenie
30, 31
Transportable
loops
233
Trantec radio
232, 108-114,
microphones
233-236
Trigger units ‒ PPS
138-141
Trolleys
151
Tubing:
Micro BTE tubes & domes 122
Pre-bent earmould tubes
120
Tubing for stetoclips ‒
portex tubing
119
TV Listening
204-215, 219
TVLink
212
Twiddling stick
29
TXA portable UHF
systems
106, 101

U
Ultrasonic cleaning bath

131

Universal small
waist pouch

134, 26

V
Variable attenuator
Varta batteries
VAT
VAT Declaration
Vent cleaner
Vibralite watches
Vibrating alarm
clocks
Vibrating pager
Vibrating watches
Vision equipment
Voice recorder

118-119
147-149
253, 258
258, 253
120
158-159
153-157
136-142
158-159
123, 202
29, 31

W

Wax tool
Websites
Welch Allyn Aurascope
Welch Allyn specular
dispenser
Wellcare
Wi-Safe by Fire Angel
Wipes
Wirefree Direct Input
Wirefree door chimes
Wireless smoke alarms
Wireless TV listening
Workshops

121
6
131
131
250
174
128
18, 35
162-167
168-175
204-215
259

X
Xenon strobe for Nightingale 161

Z

WallPilot
46
Waist harness for fmGenie
25
Warranty
254-255, 35, 91
Warranty ‒ extended warranties
for fmGenie
16
for Phonak
40
Watches
158-159

Zephyr
125
Zinc air batteries ‒
hearing aid batteries
132
Zinc air batteries ‒
testing
132
ZoomLink
44, 12-13, 37
43, 49, 205-206

TO VAT OR NOT TO VAT... that is the question!
As per VAT Notice 701/7 2002 published by HM Customs & Excise, certain specialised goods and services needed
by disabled people may be zero-rated for VAT ‒ when purchased by a disabled person for domestic or personal use
or by charities who provide care and facilities for disabled persons. Customers must supply proof of eligibility by
completing and returning a VAT exemption certificate. THIS EXCLUDES LOCAL AUTHORITY PURCHASES.
There are severe penalties for making false declarations.
If you are in any doubt about eligibility for relief from VAT on the supply of goods or services you are buying you
should get advice from your local VAT office before signing the declaration.
Now, we have to confess that lots of people get very
confused about VAT and when it does or does not have to
be paid. The following interpretation may (or may not!)
help you ‒ but please remember, it is only intended as a
guide not a legal interpretation!
As an example, if you purchase an fmGenie system
including batteries and charger, etc., we are allowed to
accept a VAT declaration on the system as a whole ‒ after
all, nobody is going to spend lots of money just to avoid
paying VAT on batteries!
However, batteries and chargers, etc., purchased at a later
date would have to have VAT charged ‒ because they are
not items specifically designed to help a disability.

We can, however, accept a VAT declaration on spare parts
such as shoes, direct input leads or neck loops that are
unique to the system.
Thus, if you were to order a spare shoe, lead and 2 batteries
then we would have to charge VAT on the batteries but we
could accept a VAT declaration on the shoe and lead.
The law also states that we have to have a valid declaration
for each purchase so we cannot just accept a blanket
declaration ‒ sorry!
Lastly, where do you get VAT declaration forms? If you
have a Connevans order form, there is one on the back,
they are on our website, alternatively contact Connevans
and we will post, email or fax you one.

All prices exclusive of S&OP and VAT

Telephone 01737 247571

Shop online www.DeafEquipment.co.uk
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VAT relief is permitted subject to the receipt of a
valid VAT declaration form.
VAT relief cannot be allowed for this product.
VAT relief is permitted, subject to the receipt of a valid
VAT declaration form, when supplied as part of a
complete system; VAT relief cannot be allowed for the
subsequent purchase of replacements.

Index & VAT

Throughout this catalogue you will have seen
these little happy VATs and sad VATs, they are
our way of indicating which VAT category
various products fall into.
We hope the symbols prove helpful. The dual
happy/sad VAT symbol appears when items may
be allowed VAT relief but only in some situations ie.
where bought as part of a complete system.
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Connevans Terms & Conditions
All prices in this catalogue are excluding VAT and unless otherwise stated, Shipping & Order Processing is extra.

Ordering from this catalogue
Established Credit Accounts

Prices

We advise ordering via our website for reduced S&OP charges
‒ please email sales@connevans.com to request an online
login if you would like to move from paper to online ordering.
If you are unable to order online please use your own order
forms ensuring that you give us both a part number and
description for all the items required.

All prices exclude Shipping & Order Processing and VAT.
Whilst we try to keep any price changes to a minimum, all prices
are subject to variation during the life of this catalogue.
Should there be a price change we will contact you upon
receipt of your order giving you details of the change and an
opportunity to cancel your order should you wish to.

Private individuals & non credit accounts

Please contact customer services if you need to confirm exact
prices.

Please order via our website or use the Personal Order Form
at the back of this catalogue.

Payment
We can accept payment by Maestro, Solo, Mastercard &
Visa cards.

Our www.DeafEquipment.co.uk website has special offer prices
which vary from day to day. These offers only apply to orders
placed online ‒ please contact Laura or Richard should you wish
to set up an online account.

Shortages, damage or non-delivery claims

For Mastercard and Visa we require the full name and address
of the card holder, card number, security code, expiry date
and daytime telephone number.
For Maestro & Solo we also require the Issue Number, security
code and ʻValid Fromʼ date for the card.

Suitability
If you are unsure about the suitability of a product for your
particular needs or you require more information on a
particular product, please contact customer services who will
be able to help with advice on suitability, technical
information and specific applications.

We can only accept responsibility for shortages which are
notified to us within 2 days of delivery ‒ please keep all the
packaging for later inspection if required.
If a product is received damaged in transit please also keep all
the packaging for later inspection and tell us within 2 days of
delivery - a digital photograph of the damaged parcel is helpful.
No responsibility for parcel loss can be accepted unless nondelivery is reported within 14 days of receipt of invoice.

Specifications

We do not offer a loan or trial service - please see returns
policy on next page.

In accordance with its policy of progressive product design, the
Company reserves the right to alter specifications and/or
appearance without notice. Some of the products shown may
not be available for the whole life of our catalogue.
All offers of guarantee and servicing arrangements apply to the
UK only.

VAT

Colours

Details of relief from paying VAT are explained on page 253.
0% VAT declarations must be submitted at the time of
ordering and cannot be accepted retrospectively.

E&OE

Colours shown are for indication only and may not be exact due
to variations in studio processes.

Terms & Conditions

UK Guarantee
Connevans Limited undertakes that if any defect in
materials or workmanship occurs in the product
within twelve months from the date of purchase,
unless otherwise specified, it will be repaired or, at
our discretion, replaced free of charge.
This applies only if the product has been correctly
used in accordance with the manufacturerʼs
instructions and has not been damaged through
misuse, accident or neglect. This guarantee does
not cover fair wear and tear and will not apply if the
product has been modified or repaired by anyone
other than Connevans Limited. Consumables such
as batteries, shoes and leads etc. are not covered.
Costs of returning the product under guarantee are
normally the responsibility of the purchaser.

Extended warranty

We reserve the right to make a charge for processing
and returning equipment which is found not to be
faulty upon inspection.

Please note that extended warranty only applies to the main
equipment and not to accessories such as leads, shoes,
batteries or chargers etc.
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Where a warranty beyond one year is available it is
indicated by an icon on the product. For details,
please see relevant section or www.connevans.com/returns.
When returning a product beyond the first year, you must
complete and enclose a Connevans returns form with the
returned product ‒ please visit www.connevans.com/returns.

Purchasing additional warranty
Additional warranty can be purchased for
fmGenie radio aids and Phonak serialised
products ‒ please see details in relevant
sections. Please also note that purchase of additional warranty
must be done either at the time of equipment purchase or
within two weeks of purchase.
OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL

OPTIONAL
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Returning products for refund

This offer of refund does not apply if you have used the
products other than to assess whether they are
satisfactory.

We hope that you will find purchasing from Connevans a
good experience.
Should you wish to return an item to us within 21 days and
in a fully resaleable condition we will be pleased to raise a
refund.

Our definition of ʻas new resaleable conditionʼ includes
being returned as originally packed with the original
instruction booklets which have not been written in ‒ a
repackaging charge will be made if we have to re-coil
leads neatly or replace missing plastic bags or internal
packaging etc.

We try our best to process returns within a week of receipt. Please
note that we reserve the right to make a standard £15
administration charge to cover the inspection and cost of sending
back items returned outside our 21 day returns period unless they
are faulty.

We reserve the right to make a repackaging charge
for products which have been ʻcut outʼ of specialised
packaging for evaluation. If the product is not
returned to us in a fully resaleable condition, we may
deduct up to 30% of the original selling price from
the refund amount or refuse a refund.

Note: We will refund your original delivery charge when a product
is received faulty or damaged, but not when a product is simply
unwanted or not suitable as this part of our service to you is
completed. Likewise, the cost of returning a product is the
responsibility of the customer unless it was received faulty or
damaged.

Items not covered: items ordered by special request,
products that for hygiene reasons are unsuitable for
return/refund and goods ordered against our advice.

Returns policy
We do not offer a loan or trial service. However to give you peace of
mind, orders with Connevans Limited are placed with the assurance
that if, for whatever reason, you find the product unsuitable we will
refund the cost of the product providing it is received by
Connevans in an ʻas newʼ resaleable condition in the original
undamaged product packaging. The product must be returned
with proof of purchase and a covering letter explaining the reason
for return, to arrive with us within 21 days of invoice date.

Responsibility for loss or damage
Connevans naturally accept no responsibility for loss of
or damage to a customerʼs parcel until it has been
safely received at our factory. Customers are advised to
return equipment adequately packed and covered by
appropriate insurance. Packing material is available for
purchase if required.

Returning equipment for repair
Please include your name, address (surprisingly some people
donʼt!), daytime telephone number and details of when
purchased from Connevans, together with a description of the
fault. The cost of returning a product is the responsibility of the
customer unless it was received faulty or damaged.

Warranties on repairs
On repaired serialised items manufactured by Connevans, if the
product has been correctly used and has not been damaged
through misuse, accident or neglect and has not been modified
or repaired by anyone other than Connevans Limited, we will
give you up to 6 months warranty on the repaired item, subject
to the age of the equipment ‒ please note that this repair
warranty does not apply to merchandised items (sorry!).
Equipment less than 5 years old ‒ repair warranty 6 months.
Equipment less than 8 years old ‒ repair warranty 3 months.

How do you work out how old a piece of
equipment is?
There is an 8-digit serial number on all items manufactured by
Connevans ‒ the first four digits are the date of manufacture.
For example: The serial number on an item might be: 11021362
‒ this item was made in February 2011, i.e. the first two
numbers are the year, the second two are the month. Naturally,
your warranty runs from when you buy the equipment not from
when it was manufactured, but it is useful to know.

Connevans equipment will give you many years
of improved hearing. At some point during that
time it will need repairing or servicing... but do
not think that you will be sending it off not to see
it again for weeks!
Our servicing department has an excellent
reputation and repairs are always carried out as
quickly as possible.
In fact, we are so confident that we can do the
work inside a week that we make the following
promise...

For equipment manufactured by Connevans:
on normally chargeable repairs, should your
equipment be on our premises for more than
one working week no charge will be made.
Please note that this service promise does not apply to
merchandised items (sorry!).

Our undertakings are in addition to the consumerʼs statutory
rights and do not affect their rights in any way.

E&OE
All prices exclusive of S&OP and VAT
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Equipment greater than 8 years ‒ we are happy to repair it, but
it is only warranted that the repair will work when you get it
back (i.e. 3 weeks if you want to put a time on it).

Connevans 7 Day
Service Promise
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